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Driving Question 
How Can I Use My Bilingual Skills 

to Help a Local Company



About me And What Led to My Driving Question
✽ I lived in Japan until I was in 5th grade.

✽ I wanted to use my bilguel skill to help somebody.

✽ This experience can get me a job.



Mentors
✽My mentor is Matt Williams. ( He owns the Website and I am working with him)

✽My Mom is also my Mentor.

✽ This is also part of my Mentorship.



Argumentative Essay

🕮Title: Translators are the most impactful people in the world (At least until the robots take over)

🕮 I talked about how translators throughout history had such a major role in historic 
events.

🕮 I also talked about with the rise of the internet we need translators to properly 
communicate with everyone in the world.



Project Vision and Proposal
✩ I am translating product description and parts of the website for Hana Naia.

✩ I was planning on doing 3 translations for this project.

✩ I talk to my mentor every week on saturday to talk about what I am going to do   

this week.



Milestone 1: Translating My First Product

🌴 This is my first ever translation.

🌴   I had to translate a product description 
for a product called Coffee Berry Essential 
Oil.

🌴 I had trouble with the time it 
took,translating scientific words like 
Antioxidant and having to combine all the 
translated words in to a proper sentence.

🌴Unlike in english in japanese sentences 
the verb come at the end of the sentence.



Milestone 2: Editing For a Website 
🐬I had to check the translation that 
a computer made and fix it.

🐬 It was easy to do because there 
was words like cart, check out or any 
simple thing you see on a website. 
But it took a lot of time to finish.

🐬 I was surprised that the 
computer can not translate the 
word coffee consistently.



Milestone 3: Translating Instructions 

🌈I translated the instruction for the  Coffee Berry Essential 

Oil.

🌈I researched  how other similar products 

 are labeled in Japanese.

🌈 A problem I faced is finding the time to 

sit down and work on the translation.

🌈 For me to get this information it took couple of 

weeks and that was not my plan.



Project Reflection
😍I learned how hard and long it takes to translate writings in to another language.

😍 I also learned how useful online dictionaries are.

😍  I realized how unreliable computer translations are.

😍 I had a hard time adjusting to the Japanese sentence structure.

😈  This project challenged my time management and my Japanese skills.

😈 I got better at sending  Emails to people.

😈I also learned that sometimes it's hard to be on schedule if you are working with 
people you do not know.



Take away for future 
😎 I am going to keep working on this even after I graduate and get paid.

😎I improved greatly on my Japanese skill.

😎I learned the importance of translators.

😎 I learned plans dont alway go my way due to

stuff out of my controle.

😎 I also re learned not to procrastinate.
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